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KEY POINTS 

The aim of this whitepaper is to consider the preparedness 
of organisations to ‘Investigate’ from two perspectives: the 
investigator and the organisation itself. 

An investigation needs to be meaningful and by that it needs 
to produce the factual based and ethically obtained data which 
clearly identifies the systemic reasons.

In a marine context the act of investigation can be doubly complex 
given the event is often at sea, in another part of the World and 
likely moving.

Are we, as an organisation, ready to unequivocally ‘listen’ to 
what our investigators have to say about “what went wrong”?

During the first few months of 2018, ARX Maritime have reported 
over 18 fire and explosion cases directly involving the maritime 
industry.
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Organisations need to have the capability and capacity to 
proportionally respond to incidents which align to the Actual or 
Potential of the incident.



  INTRODUCTION
   (What is an investigation)

The investigation of “accidents” (or unplanned events) in the marine 
industry is, unfortunately, an all too common occurrence. In simple terms 
investigations should be aimed at finding the systemic Root Cause(s) which 
led to the accident and then articulate what needs to be done/ changed to 
reduce the risk of a reoccurrence. 

The aim of this whitepaper is to consider the preparedness of organisations 
to ‘Investigate’ from two perspectives: The investigator and the organisation 
itself. 

The whitepaper will discuss some of the best practices of investigation and 
touch on the process of conducting a thorough investigation and humbly 
attempt to highlight some pitfalls and commonly seen blind spots.

The general view, and one supported by the UK Health & Safety Executive, 
is that the investigation of incidents (or accidents) is typically a four-step 
process1. 

Step 1: Gathering the information

Step 2: Analysing the information 

Step 3: Identifying risk control measures

Step 4: The action plan and its implementation

The approach is an easy to understand, logical and strongly supported 
Worldwide however, an overarching question must be why, in these days 
of advanced technology, mature systems and processes and countless 
investigations already undertaken, do we continue to have ‘the same old 
incidents’? We have not, if you will forgive the analogy, started inventing news 
ways to hurt ourselves, damage our equipment or bring a halt to business. We 
are, in fact doing the same old ways we always have! Why?
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I would make the following observations based on my 
many years in industry and challenge ourselves to answer 
the following questions openly and honestly:

1. Is the capability of those we ask to investigate where it 
needs to be to deliver what is required?

2. Are our investigators really given the time and space to 
thoroughly investigate?

3. Are we, as an organisation, ready to unequivocally ‘listen’ 
to what our investigators have to say about “what went 
wrong”?

4. As an organisation do we understand and value insight 
into the Human Component of investigation findings?

This paper, along with the other in the series, aims to highlight the preparatory actions or processes that also need to be 
in place in advance of any investigation in other words, “How Prepared Are You for an Investigation?”



Anecdotally I am sure we have all experienced or heard of a situation where an incident occurs and we all feverishly look around 
for somebody to lead the investigation and the choice is often around; Who is free? Who knows about this stuff? and “Isn’t this 
the safety guys job?”

In a marine context the act of investigation can be doubly complex given the event is often at sea, in another part of the World 
and likely moving! 

Even applying the four-step method above will not help produce a meaningful investigation* unless we are prepared in advance. 

A great friend, and highly professional investigator of many years standing, once told me “There are two people you DO NOT 
want to be following an incident. The ‘guy’ that caused it and the ‘guy’ who investigated it!” Let me assure you I am very, very well 
aware that it is extremely rare to find the one single “‘guy’ that caused it” but the point is very well made; the point being, post 
investigation the investigator has to manage some uncomfortable feedback, slight and challenge when it is often the case they 
were poorly or insufficiently prepared and likely doomed to failure from the beginning. The result? Wasted time, insufficient 
depth to the investigation, incomplete or missing system causes, lack of depth and thus the actions or recommendations do 
not fix the problem. 

Ironically organisations then ask themselves “How could this happen again, I thought we’d investigated and fixed that? 

Collecting Data

I strongly believe it is necessary to have a tiered approach to investigation in our industry. Organisations need to have the 
capability and capacity to proportionally respond to incidents which align to the Actual or Potential of the incident; just as we 
saw in Emergency Response and Crisis Management paper previously. 

There must be in place the capability and capacity to deal with investigations on our Operational vessels as well as managing 
any onshore events. Key factors to consider (once the vessel is stable and any injured cared for) will be: 

Incident Scene Management:  These initial steps are critical to the success of the overall investigation as evidence loss at this time 
can rarely be recovered. Some of the key data sources include photos (where they can be safely to taken by approved devices) 
sketches of the scene immediately post incident, a record of people and their positions and people attending the scene post 
event.

Securing of evidence/ data: Secure any video and voice recordings such as they are reusable at a later stage, gather and log any 
documentary evidence including plans, processes being used and risk assessments. Additional data e.g. training records etc. can 
be gathered as the investigation plan is agreed the key at this early stage is to collect data which may be lost. NOTE It is easier to 
collect data at this time and discard at a future point rather than ignore it now and hope to find it later!  

Interviews: See below

Primary reporting of the facts to “HQ”: Another important stage of the initial post incident activity is reporting. We must 
remember at such a time information can be vague, confused, conflicting and incomplete. It is therefore key that reporting 
timelines and reporting lines are clear. It can be very tempting for HQ to bombard a vessel with questions and requests for 
updates when in fact clam and silence is more beneficial i.e. give the vessel time to collate, record and report. Then having 
reviewed the information agree an investigation plan using preordained policy and process.  

The shore side or HQ capability also requires specific thought. What remote support is in place and how is it delivered? What are 
the criteria (triggers) for deployment to the vessel? Is there clarity around who is actually Leading the investigation and how and 
when might that responsibility be transferred?

Lack of clarity around the above points will, inevitably, lead to confusion, wasted time, lost data and potentially harmful 
reputational damage. 
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BACKGROUND REPORT
(Why is it important?)



DATA COLLECTION
(Interviews)
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Interviews: We have discussed the types of data to be gathered in an investigation and these data sources can be of huge 
value in answering the 3 main investigation questions; What happened, How did it happen and, most critically Why did it 
happen? Of all the phases of an investigation interviewing of direct and indirect witnesses is the most essential of all and 
in this small section I will merely touch on some of the key considerations.  Each piece of data we fail to uncover in inter-
view is a missing piece of our jigsaw. The more jigsaw pieces we miss by our poor interviewing means the less clear our 
end picture is and thus the more conjecture we have to include to ‘fill in the gaps’. This leads to poor end analysis based on 
incomplete data, true system issues being missed and recommendations which are doomed to fail. Viz; we have a repeat 
event! 

The most commonly seen failings in interview are poor or no planning leading to incomplete interviews and even no 
interviews at all. No structure to interviews (and I do not mean the list of questions to be asked!) leading to ambling inter-
actions with no real end game being understood and vital topics for discussion being missed. 

A misunderstanding of question types and their value, good or bad, thus leading to the wrong question type being used 
at the wrong time. One could argue that there are no such things as bad witnesses but there are bad interviewers; How 
many times have we heard “The witness could tell me nothing”? Really? I would assert that you either interviewed the 
wrong person completely or interviewed wrongly. 

Another commonly seen factor is the mind-set of the interviewer themselves. An open enquiring mind-set is necessary 
to obtain the most data or fact. Beware the interviewer who asks too many consecutive closed questions or leading ques-
tions. This can often be an indicator that the investigators mind-set is being challenged by what the witness is saying and, 
in a bid to ‘regain control’, the investigator defaults to what they believe to be true or work within their own assumptions. 
Interviewing is a demanding activity and not one suited to all people. Being interviewed can be equally demanding and, 
if not set up correctly, can also be an unpleasant experience – clearly this should never be the case!

Meaningful Investigations

An investigation needs to be meaningful and by that it needs to produce the factual based and ethically obtained data which 
clearly identifies the systemic reasons which:

• Allowed

• Drove

• Triggered and/ or

• Motivated the incident to happen

True insight, such as those listed above, can be hard to hear for organisations. This is especially true when most organisations 
genuinely believe they are doing a good job (as they often are) however the basic question around why has this happened 
again can be traced back to historical investigations failure to identify those system issued listed above. Let me stress this does 
equate to the failure of the investigator but more likely the situation or context they investigated within.
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THE FINAL REPORT
(How do I know what good looks like?)

 

1. The majority of investigation reports will have 
several sections. The sections will no doubt include 
Background, Executive Summary, Findings (or Fail-
ings) and Recommendations to name a few. The next 
time you review such a report read the ‘Findings’ sec-
tion first! If the investigation is thorough and focuses 
on true system causes the Findings section will, in iso-
lation, tell you the story of how the incident unfolded. 
If the findings are ‘rambling’ you should be cautious.

2. How specific or ‘Pinpoint’ are the recommen-
dations? I call this the shotgun test: If I read a rec-
ommendation like “Rewrite the Procedure for….” or 
“Retrain all the crew in…” I would assert the investi-
gation has missed the specific issues or system causes 
i.e. a shotgun approach which hopes to solve or hit 
the problem. What I look for is something pinpoint 
for example “Reword the Procedure Section 2 line 
5 to Include specifying the single point of account-
ability for isolations and verification requirements 
for…” or, “The Operators training must include a 
section on understanding the risks to over pres-
surisation, including examples and each Operators 
demonstrates their understanding of the risks by…”

3. Finally, the report should ‘Talk to’ one or more 
of the issues listed above in Meaningful Investi-
gations: What Allowed, Drove, Triggered and/ or 
Motivated the incident to happen. These areas are 
often referred to as Cultural or Organisational is-
sues. If our investigations cannot identify the “Why” 
things happened openly and factually at a sys-
tem or indeed Organisational level we have failed. 

 

4. Investigations must include commentary on the 
performance of our risk mitigation theory. In sim-
ple terms (which is the best way to describe these) 
What barriers worked? What Barriers failed and why? 
What Barriers partially worked and why? What Bar-
riers have been highlighted as potentially Missing? 

How Do You Prepare?

Having investigated in many diverse environments such as the Military and Civil Police, Corporate, Maritime and HSE realms I 
would humbly submit the following must be in place for an investigator to be successful in his or her investigations:

1. Rigorous competency based and credible investigation training specific to on and off shore roles; especially interviewing!

2. Decide upon a single investigation analysis process which is easy to follow and repeatable – There are many such options but   
I would not recommend one over another but examples include TapRoot, 5Why, Fishbone, Bowtie etc., etc..

3. An organisational culture that is truly open to learn about itself and not simply apportion blame

4. A solid understanding of organisational and operational risks

5. A deep understanding of the Human Element in both Risk mitigation and investigation – these are routinely misunderstood

6. An investigational methodology which is ethical, factual and meaningful

7. Genuine Independence of the Investigators



   ARX SOLUTIONS

ARX Maritime offers a comprehensive intelligence 
package for its clients, as well as consultation with subject 
matter experts. Modern risk management depends upon 
accurately identifying the probability of a threat and 
multiplying that by the consequences of that loss.

ARX’s consultancy services help to build a more holistic 
picture of a threat, and so to help minimise the potential 
loss of an incident. Clients can source an up-to-date 
intelligence picture for high-risk areas, consult on the 
current terrorist threat for a high-risk area, and draw upon 
ARX’s consultancy services when building and maintaining 
their ships’ security procedures.

As well as a tailored consultancy service, ARX uses artificial 
intelligence to monitor past and present attacks in order 
to foresee a pattern across regions of high piracy. With the 
most up to date reporting ARX are able to commission 
bespoke indepth reports investigating the likelihood of 
an attack at a specific port or within a specific region. The 
information ARX gathers is also put together in a weekly 
report to give an overview of each region across all HRAs, 
enabling shipping companies to plan their transits with all 
the correct political context in mind. 

1 http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsg245.pdf

“By their definition, crisis events will be different 
and challenging..”
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ARX offers a range of modern and effective security, operational and safety product. For example, the Anti-Boarding and 
Climbing System (ABaC) which prevents attempts to board via ladder , rope, or grappling hooks. The barrier system blocks 
access to the deck of the ship by climbing. Particular weak points, such as mooring lines, may then be monitored in the 
knowledge that attackers will be forced to use these areas if they wish to climb aboard. This significantly reduces the work 
of the security team, and decreases the chance of a successful boarding attempt.

Conclusion

- Investigation is a specialist function yet it is often not treated as such. Would, for example your organisation allow an untrained 
person to lead a significant multi-million-dollar project i.e. by somebody untrained? Yet it would allow an untrained person to 
investigate?

- Preparation of investigators is essential, as the saying goes they are trained not born!

- Investigators are better chosen from those that are trained and their mind-set rather than their position in the organisation.

- Repeatedly investigating the same type of incident should be a warning that the investigative process is failing.

- Investigators should be independent and be, or have access to, appropriate subject matter experts including human factors.


